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Introduction

Natural flavoring materials, such as essential oils, 
are complex hydrophobic mixtures of volatiles 
components from natural origin, usually steam 
distilled or solvent extracted from plants. These 
oils are widely used as odorants and flavoring 
ingredients in a variety of consumer products such 
as perfumes, cosmetics, cleaning products, and 
also as food and beverage taste enhancers. 
The composition of essential oils can vary 
significantly with place of origin, harvest season 
and weather. Oils may be blended, cut with other 
materials, or otherwise adulterated. The quality 
assessment of the essential oils is therefore of 
primary importance to assure consistency in the 
production since even minor differences in the oil 
composition can lead to significant alteration of the 
flavor. 
An increasing number of accurate quantitative 
analysis in routine control are required due to 
stringent regulatory constraints and the possibility 

to speed up the separation and increase the number 
of samples per day is extremely appealing. 
Due to its robustness and easy applicability, gas 
chromatography (GC) with FID detection is a 
common analytical technique used to ascertain EO 
quality and purity. However, without the support of 
an MS spectrometer, the full characterization and 
identification of the compounds is very hard and 
time-consuming. Besides,  the significant cost per 
analysis and the large number of samples-per-day 
to be analyzed, are requiring faster response. This 
paper aims to highlight the analytical performance 
of a dedicated Fast GC system hyphenated to a 
new bench top High Speed TOF-MS and set up 
with a Dual-Detector MS-FID configuration for fast 
qualitative and quantitative characterization of 
different essential oils. The analysis time is extremely 
reduced by using short and narrow bore capillary 
columns and the high acquisition speed of the DANI 
MasterTOF allows for mass spectra information and 
suitable deconvolution of co-eluted components.  

HIGH SPEED GC-TOFMS FOR ESSENTIAL OILS PROFILING 
IN ROUTINE QUALITY ASSESSMENT 
          APPLICATION NOTE

•	 Fast GC-TOFMS for faster Essential Oil Characterization
•	 Dual Detector Configuration MS/FID for qualitative and 

quantitative data
•	 Dedicated F&F library for Retention Index and Spectra matching
•	 Suitable for QA/QC laboratory in F&F Industry



Experimental

The analytical requirements for a comprehensive 
Essential Oil characterization includes reliable 
identification based on deconvolution and 
Spectra/ Retention Index matching against a 
dedicated F&F library to assure highly reliable 
identification of the components. 
Comprehensive qualitative and quantitative 
information in a single run can be achieved 
with a Dual-Detector configuration and a post-
column splitting between a FID and a MS.  For this 
purpose the DANI MasterGC-TOFMS has been set 
up accordingly,  as shown in Figure 1.
In this configuration, two pieces of deactivated 
empty fused silica capillaries are used as transfer 
lines to connect the analytical column to the 
two detectors. Because of the different outlet 
pressure and flows to the MS and the FID detector, 
the dimensions of the two capillaries must be 
carefully calculated and  balanced, in order to 
assure the proper restriction for the desired split 

of sample between the two detectors. In this case 
the capillary transfer line dimensions have been 
calculated to have equal splitting of the eluent. 
The MasterAS as liquid autosampler has been 
used for the analyses, using 10m, 0.1mm id narrow 
bore columns to achieve fast GC separations. 
Highest  temperature ramps for the GC oven are 
also required to properly exploit the efficiency of 
the short and narrow bore columns. 
Different essential oils have been tested and  
injected as neat samples without previous dilution. 
Analytical conditions for both conventional and 
Fast GC-TOFMS analyses are summarized in Table 
1. 
The MS data have been acquired and processed 
with DANI MasterLAB software which allows 
proper deconvolution and identification by 
matching the reconstructed spectra with a 
dedicated DANI F&F Library, for the complete 
characterization of the samples. The FID data 
have been acquired with Clarity Data System 
(Data Apex). The data acquisition from the two 
detectors is achieved simultaneously by running 
the two software at the same time. 

Figure 1. Master GC-TOFMS/FID Dual Detector 
configuration



Results and discussion
The use of short and narrow bore columns 
combined with faster GC oven temperature 
programs, allows to significantly reduce the 
analysis time and match the increasing demand 
of high sample throughput in quality laboratories. 
Conventional analytical methods for essential 
oils profiling, generally produce analyses time 
of about 30-50min, especially when a complete 
characterization of the samples is required. 
Exploiting the fast GC approach, it is possible 
to gain up to 6-fold reduction of the run time, 
maintaining the required resolution, precision 
and accuracy of the data. Besides, the resulting 
compression of the chromatogram leads to 
compression of each single peak significantly 
enhancing the signal-to-noise ratio. 

Master GC & Master AS
Conventional GC Fast GC

Column StabilWax 30m, 0.25mm id, 0.25µm th. SolgelWax 10m x 0.1mm x 0.1 µm
Ovent Temp. Pr. 40°C , 5°C/min to 240°C 40°C (1min), 15°C/min to 100°C,  

35°C/min to 240°C
Injector Temp SSL 250°C SSL 250°C
Split Ratio 1:500 1:500
Carrier Gas He Const Flow 0.8 mL/min He Const Flow 1mL/min
Injection Vol. 0.2  µL 0.2  µL
FID 280°C

Master TOF MS
EI Source 70 eV 70 eV
Source Temp 200°C 200°C
Transfer Line 
Temp.

250°C 250°C

Mass Range 50-600 amu 50-600 amu
Sampling Rate 10 Hz 25 Hz

Dual-Detector Configuration Capillary Restrictors Split 1:1  
(applied only to Fast GC)
To the FID 0.3m, 0.1mm id
To the TOFMS 1m, 0.1mm id

1
2

3
30 min

a)
1. Pinene
2. Paracymene
3. Camphor

b)
1. Pinene
2. Paracymene
3. Camphor

1 2
3

4.5 min

Peak # Compound
Conventional GC Fast GC

RT (min) PW (min) SNR RT (min) PW (min) SNR
1 Pinene 9.08 0.14 1067 1.37 0.05 3996
2 Paracymene 13.11 0.16 4899 2.13 0.07 6591
3 Camphor 19.35 0.17 1636 3.34 0.04 3372

Figure 2. Rosemary Oil Separation:
a) Conventional GC-MS;
b) Fast GC-MS;
Example of peaks compression and increased signal-to-noise ratio



Figure 2 shows the characterization of a rosemary 
oil in conventional and fast GC-TOFMS conditions, 
according to the method parameters reported 
in Table 1. Using a 10 m, 0.1 mm id column and 
a faster column heating rate, the reduction in 
analysis time is only advantageous in terms of 
separation, sensitivity and productivity, as shown 
by the preserved resolution and gain in signal-to-
noise ratio of the highlighted peaks.
The capability of the MS detector to correctly 
describe the narrow peaks with a suitable 
acquisition speed is of primary importance to 
maintain peak resolution and to correctly exploit 
the narrow bore columns efficiency.  
In the landscape of the MS spectrometers available 
on the market, the DANI High Speed Time of 
Flight is the most affordable solution capable of 
the fastest acquisition speed up to 1000 spectra/s 
saved to disk. It permits to acquire the signal at 

a suitable acquisition speed without sacrificing 
sensitivity and matching the typical limits of 
detection of quadrupole in SIM mode, but over 
the entire mass range of interest.  The intrinsic 
benefit of the Time of Flight technology compared 
to scanning systems as quadrupole analyzers, is in 
fact the capability to acquire simultaneously over 
the entire mass range of interest  without need of 
scanning. This feature guarantee much faster data 
acquisition and higher ion transmission through 
the analyzer since no filtering is applied.  
The fast acquisition speed and the suitable number 
of data points across the chromatographic peaks 
make the deconvolution algorithm to be much 
more performing, allowing a reliable identification 
of co-eluted compounds or traces behind the 
background signal. 

Figure 3. Nutmeg Oil separation. Comparison between conventional GC-MS separation in 38 min and Fast GC-MS in 8 min, with maintened 
resolution



In Figure 3 an example of fast GC-TOF separation 
of a Nutmeg Oil sample is reported, compared 
to a conventional analysis. The fast separation is 
accomplished in the same time a conventional 
approach is delivering the first peak, while the 
chromatographic profile is evidently maintained.
The identification of the compounds has been 
achieved after deconvolution and spectra / 
Retention Index  matching against a dedicated 
MS  library.  
The deconvolution algorithm recognizes small 
differences in the ions profile of the spectrum 

of each data point, discovering the presence of 
more compounds having only  a slightly different 
retention time, but appearing fully co-eluted in 
the TIC profile, as shown in Figure 4. The matching 
of the deconvoluted spectra is very good,  assuring  
reliable compounds identification.  
In Table 2 the list of identified compounds in 
the Nutmeg Oil sample is reported.  A filter has 
been applied in the processing method settings, 
with spectra matching higher than 90% and a RI 
window of  ±30 unit.

Figure 4. Deconvolution of co-eluted compounds and reconstructed MS spectra with library matching



RT COMPOUND Δ RI MATCH

1.3800 Alpha-Pinene -17.7 95

1.3933 Alpha-Thujene -10.0 95

1.5599 Camphene -23.2 100

1.7899 Beta-Pinene -16.7 97

1.8590 Sabinene -13.5 95

1.9891 Delta-3-Carene -24.6 99

2.0780 Alpha-phelandrene -17.2 91

2.0827 Myrcene -10.4 97

2.0967 Pseudolimonene -14.7 93

2.1598 Alpha-Terpinene -17.1 99

2.2629 Limonene -24.1 96

2.3106 Beta-Phellandrene -24.9 97

2.5159 Gamma-Terpinene -25.7 98

2.5493 Cis-Beta-Ocimene 6.5 96

2.6449 Paracymene -27.0 98

2.7123 Terpinolene -21.6 98

3.5141 Dehydroparacymene -12 96

3.6513 Trans-Sabinene hydrate 1.8 99

3.6822 Alpha-Cubebene -10.2 95

3.8529 Alpha-Copaene -12.8 99

4.0641 Linalol -0.5 97

RT COMPOUND Δ RI MATCH

4.2562 Isobornyl Acetate -16.3 96

4.2594 Bornyl Acetate -11.6 98

4.3081 Trans-Alpha-Bergamotene 1.3 93

4.3453 Terpinen-4-ol -1.1 94

4.3666 Caryophyllene -7.8 95

4.5825 Pinocaveol 0.7 92

4.6447 Citronellyle Acetate -3.0 99

4.7745 Alpha-Terpineol -24.2 98

4.8000 Alpha-Terpinyl Acetate -6.8 99

4.8858 Germacrene D -32.5 95

4.9567 Beta-Bisabolene -12.8 98

5.0675 Acetate Geranyle -7.1 97

5.0923 Delta-Cadinene 12.5 98

5.4179 Cis-Calamenene -10.2 93

5.5643 Safrol -10.2 100

6.1249 Methyl Eugenol 9.5 100

6.7169 Eugenol -0.2 96

6.9540 Elemicine na 98

7.0988 Myristicine -18.7 98

7.3706 IsoEugenol E -19.9 96

8.0973 Vanilline na 95

Table 2. Nutmeg Oil Compounds Identification

In a conventional dual channel configuration, a 
GC-FID and a GC-MS chromatograms are obtained 
separately and compared. The post-column 
splitting in a dual-detector configuration enables 
to obtain both TIC and FID data at the same time, 
permitting a correct and easier comparison of 
the data. Two examples are shown in Figure 5 
for Mint Oil and Lavander Oil, where for peaks A, 
B and C the difference in retention time are less 
than one second.  The proper low dead volume 

capillary connections to both the detectors with 
appropriate dimensions allow to equally split the 
carrier gas flow, minimizing possible different 
hold up time and maintaining an excellent peak 
alignment across the chromatogram. The constant 
flow control for the carrier gas is also fundamental 
to keep the post column splitting during the GC 
oven heating.



Figure 5. Peak Alignment for Mint Oil with Dual Detector Configuration



Peppermint Oil Bergamot Oil

Mandarin Oil Sweet Lemon Oil

Figure 6. Fast GC-TOFMS separation of essential oil in less than 8 min

FID Area % has been calculated for quantitation, 
correcting the areas with appropriate response 
factors, as reported in literature [1]. 

Different types of essential oils with different 
complexity were characterized in fast GC in less 
than 8 minutes, as reported in Figure 6.



Narrow bore column with 
chiral phase has been also 
used to separate enantiomer 
pairs, useful to help in 
authentication of natural 
products. The presence of 
racemic pairs most often 
indicates adulteration or 
unnatural origin. 

In Figure 7, the separation of nutmeg oil on chiral 
phase is illustrated, with the detail of the chiral 
separation of optical isomers of Linalol.

- Linalol

+ Linalol

Figure 7. Characterization of nutmeg oil on chiral stationary phase

The essential oil composition is strictly correlated 
to the sample origin and direct comparison of 
the chromatograms can reveal major differences 
due to the provenience.  However, in the case of 

three lemon oils with different origin  
analyzed and compared (Figure 8), 
the highest content of Geraniol found 
in one sample could be correlated to 
an adulteration process, since this 
compounds typically occurs in small 

quantity in 
lemon oil.

Figure 8. Characterization of different types of Lemon Oil



Conclusions

For EO profiling, the combination FID / TOFMS is advisable to satisfy both qualitative and quantitative 
aspects for a fast and comprehensive characterization.  Shorter analysis time and combined FID/TOFMS 
data provide maximum analytical information with ID confirmation and quantitation in a single run, for 
highest productivity. 
The post-column splitting in constant flow mode is the recommended configuration assuring consistent 
retention times and constant splitting between the detectors. Proper transfer line capillary dimensions, 
taking account of the different outlet pressure, allows to modulate the required split ratio between the 
detectors while assuring the required peak RT alignment.
FID area counts with proper response factors provide percentage abundance information, while high 
speed TOF MS data allows for a fast and reliable compounds identification by spectra and retention index 
matching with dedicated F&F library. The quality of the data and the fast and automatic reprocessing 
procedure supported by efficient deconvolution algorithms, are attractive features targeting the daily 
routine analysis of QA/QC laboratories.
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